We report experimental results with a ref lective continuous anisotropic polarizing diffraction-grating beam splitter that produces three diffraction orders. The diffraction efficiencies and polarizations of the diffracted orders are controlled through the incoming polarization state and by use of a wave plate with arbitrary orientation located between the grating and a mirror. In particular, we show experimental evidence of a diffraction triplicator -a 100% efficiency diffractive device that generates three orders with equal power.
The main feature in the research reported in Refs. 3 and 4 is the introduction of a continuous polarization grating that yields new characteristics of the diffraction field that are not present in anisotropic gratings with binary profiles. 5 Following this idea, Tervo and Turunen designed 100% efficient gratings with total eff iciencies of a small number of orders 6 and presented an algorithm with which to design 100% efficient M 3 N Fourier fan-out devices by use of anisotropic gratings. 7 The key characteristic of these proposals is control of diffracted light into a f inite number of orders by use of the polarization of the incoming light and the continuous anisotropy of the grating. This control of eff iciencies reduces the losses in diffractive devices and also permits the generation of a different polarization state in each order.
It is difficult to create the kinds of gratings suggested in the publications cited above. We demonstrated experimental implementation of these polarization beam splitters by using a birefringent grating 8 written onto a liquid-crystal spatial light modulator (LCSLM). There, we controlled the polarization state of the diffracted orders by using the polarization state of the incident light and the design of the grating. However, the technique permitted the generation of only two diffracted orders. We can create more orders by using cascaded devices either in transmission or in ref lection. In the research reported here we used a ref lective geometry in which light passes through the diffractive element twice, and we produced three diffracted orders. The grating was used as a passive element, and control was obtained through the incident polarization state and the use of an intermediate wave plate.
Our experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1 . The laser beam is expanded, collimated, polarized, and sent through a nonpolarizing beam splitter followed by an anisotropic one-dimensional diffraction grating 7 that is encoded onto a programmable LCSLM whose extraordinary axis is oriented in the y direction. The grating is formed by writing of a periodic phase retardation f that varies linearly along the x direction as f 2px͞D, where D is the period. The Jones matrix for this polarization grating in transmission is given by G͑x, y͒ This kind of decomposition of the Jones matrix is directly related to the diffraction pattern created by the polarization grating, though the exponential term is associated with a tilted plane wave. The first term forms the zero diffraction order, and it polarizes light in the x direction. The second term forms the f irst diffraction order, and it polarizes light in the y direction. This identif ication is valid for low-frequency gratings.
We placed a mirror after the grating such that the retroref lected light again passed through the grating and could be read by use of the appropriate exit in the beam splitter. To change the polarization of light in the second pass, we introduced a wave plate between the grating and the mirror, with arbitrary orientation angle u relative to the x axis and phase retardation w. The Jones matrix of this wave plate is written as W ͑u, w͒ R͑2u͒W ͑w͒R͑u͒, where R͑u͒ stands for the rotation matrix and W ͑w͒ diag͓exp͑iw͞2͒, exp͑2iw͞2͔͒ is the Jones matrix for a wave plate that introduces a phase shift w.
The transmission function of the combined device, G D ͑x, y͒, can be computed with a standard Jones matrix formalism, 9 yielding
Here, J diag͑1, 21͒ takes into account the ref lection from the mirror, and t represents the transposed matrix. Following the previous kind of decomposition, this matrix can be written as
Now the output consists of three diffracted orders. If the wave plate is absent ͑w 0͒, the term that produces the first order disappears and the device is similar to the output obtained from Eq. (1), for which only two orders were observed. Note that, in this case, the effective period of the ref lection grating is now reduced by a factor of 2 as a result of the double pass through the grating. Diffraction efficiencies can be computed as follows: The incoming polarized light is represented as a Jones vector E in ͑E x , E y ͒ t , where E x and E y represent the complex components of the electric field. Then using Eq. (3) yields the outgoing f ield:
The zero-order term is proportional to the linearly polarized component of the incoming light in the x direction, whereas the second-order term is proportional to the component in the y direction. The first-order term just rotates the polarization ellipse of the incoming light by 90 ± . Using the results from Eq. (4) yields the diffracted eff iciencies for the zero, first, and second orders:
Therefore one can control the efficiencies achieved by changed the relative amplitudes of the electric f ield of the incoming light or by changing either the orientation or the retardation of the wave plate. These intensities do not depend on the relative phase between components of the incoming light. Because of the nonabsorbing character of the elements involved, the combined efficiency of these three orders is 100%.
For our experiments, the anisotropic diffraction grating 8 was written onto a parallel-aligned active matrix nematic LCSLM 10 manufactured by SeikoEpson that has 640 3 480 pixels. The pixel spacing is 42 mm and the f ill factor is 64%. Each pixel acts as an electrically controllable wave plate with the extraordinary axis oriented in the y direction. The voltage-dependent phase shift exceeds a 2p phase range when an argon-laser wavelength of 514 nm is used. A linear phase grating was encoded onto the LCSLM with a phase depth of 2p rad and a period D of 26 pixels, as described earlier. 8 The pupil width was increased to approximately 120 pixels, with an aperture located in front of the LCSLM to increase the widths of the diffracted orders. The diffraction pattern was formed in the focal length of a 1-m focallength lens and recorded with a linear diode array that had 256 pixels, each with a width of 25 mm. In all the experiments the incident light was polarized linearly at 45 ± . The wave plate was implemented in either of two ways. In the f irst, we used a quarterwave plate with variable orientation angle u relative to the x axis and a f ixed phase retardation of w p͞2. Experimental results are shown in Fig. 2 . When nothing was written onto the LCSLM, the system formed only a zero order, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . In  Figs. 2(b)-2(d) , the polarization grating is written onto a LCSLM. Figure 2(b) shows the results when the extraordinary axis of the quarter-wave plate was oriented at an angle of 45 ± and the zero-and secondorder peaks disappeared. When the extraordinary axis was oriented at 17.6 ± , a triplicator output [ Fig. 2(c) ] resulted, in which the intensities of the three peaks were equal. Finally, when the extraordinary axis was oriented at 0 ± , the f irst-order peak disappeared and the zero and second intensities were equal [ Fig. 2(d) ]. Although these experiments were successful, they required manual orientation of the quarter-wave plate.
Alternatively, we used a liquid-crystal variable retarder manufactured by Meadowlark Optics. For this device, the orientation angle was set at u 45 ± and the phase w was adjusted electronically. Experimental results are shown in Fig. 3 . When nothing was written onto the LCSLM, the system formed only the zero order, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Figures 3(b) -3(d) show results obtained when the polarization grating was on. Figure 3(b) shows the output when cos w 0 and the zero-and second-order peaks disappeared. When the retarder phase shift was reduced to tan w 0.707, a triplicator output [ Fig. 3(c) ] resulted; there the intensities of the three peaks were equal. Finally, when we further reduced the phase retardation such that sin w 0, the first-order peak disappeared and the zero and second intensities were equal [ Fig. 3(d) ]. This technique has more potential applications because the phase of the retarder is electronically adjustable.
The ref lective geometry implemented here uses only one grating but requires a beam splitter for separation of the incoming and the ref lected beams; there is a resultant loss of light intensity. This problem can be overcome by use of a transmissive geometry in which the variable wave plate is a sandwiched between two gratings of the type given by Eq. (1). Indeed, a design with two gratings with parallel axes and a wave plate would yield the same eff iciencies as those given in Eqs. (5), except that the phase retardation would appear as w͞2 instead of w, because in this case the wave would pass through the retarder only once.
In summary, we have shown that the combined use in a ref lective geometry of a continuous anisotropic grating written onto a zero-twist LCSLM together with a phase retarder permits simple control of diffraction efficiencies through polarization. In the research presented here, we used both a quarter-wave plate with a variable orientation angle and a liquid-crystal variable wave plate with a f ixed orientation angle. Experimental results agree with theoretical predictions. Greater control can be achieved by use of additional polarizing devices within the optical path and by use of a two-dimensional array of gratings.
